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Towards a Soluble Quotient Algorithm 
W. PLESKENt 
Queen Mary College, Mile End Road, London El 4NS, U.K, 
An algorithm is outlined to compute soluble factor groups of finitely presented groups. 
1. Introduction 
Computing the biggest abelian factor group of a finiteIy presented group G is a question 
of diagonalising the integer matrix resulting from the abelianised relators of the 
presentation of G (cf. Havas & Sterling, 1979). Also for finding nilpotent factor groups of 
G powerful algorithms are available (cf. Wamsley, 1974; Macdonald, 1974; Havas & 
Newman, 1980). The soluble quotient algorithms uggested so far (cf. Wamsley, 1977; 
Leedham-Green, 1984), and, for derived length two (Howie & Johnson, 1982), do not yet 
seem to be in the same stage of development. In this note I suggest computing soluble 
quotients of G by lifting known epimorphism of G onto soluble groups H onto extensions 
of simple finite H-modules or irreducible ZH-lattices by H. Given a (finite) set ~ of prime 
numbers the algorithm constructs the biggest soluble ~-quotient of G, in case it exists. The 
final section 8 deals with the problem of how 7: has to be chosen. The procedure of lifting 
an epimorphism of r. : G ~ H to an extension by H in sections 2, 6 and 7 are not restricted 
to soluble groups. They will, in fact, be used for perfect groups in a forthcoming book on 
perfect groups by D. F. Holt and myself. The results of section 3 can also be used to 
construct the character table of a finite soluble group. 
2. Lifting Epimorphisms 
Let 
G = @1 . . . . .  g,,lri(gl . . . . .  g,) = 1 for i= 1 . . . . .  m)  
be a finitely presented group. Let 
H = @1 . . . . .  hklS~(ht . . . . .  hk) ---- 1 for i --- 1 . . . . .  1) 
be a "known" group (e.g. a finite soluble group given by one of its AG presentations (cf. 
Laue etal., 1984). Assume an epimorphism e:G~H is given by the images 
0~=g~e=w~(hl . . . . .  hk) of g~ for i=1 . . . . .  n and words #1 . . . . .  #k such that 
ht = w~(gl . . . . .  ~,,) for i=  1 . . . . .  k. Finally, let M be a simple finite dimensional FpH 
module, F, = Z/pT/for some prime number p, and ( : H x H ~ M a 2-cocyle giving rise to 
an exact sequence: 
((): I ~ M ~ ffI & H-~ I, 
/4 must be given explicitly enough that multiplication can be carried out and equality of 
elements can be decided. For example, if H is finite and soluble, it suffices that H is given 
by an AG presentation, that M is given by matrices over F, describing the action of the 
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generators h i and ( by the elements of M given by s~(h~ . . . . .  hk) for i = 1 . . . . .  1 with h~ a 
fixed pre-image of ht under/7. Of course, if (() splits it is assumed that the h~ generate a
complement of M in/q, i.e. s¢(h~ . . . . .  h~) = 1 for i = 1 . . . . .  I. With' these data given, it is a 
question of solving linear equations over F~ to check whether e :G- - ,H  lifts to an 
epimorphism ~: G ~/q ,  i.e. an epimorphism satisfying ~t/= e. 
Namely, let 0t = w,(h~ . . . . .  ~,) for i=  1, 
(ml . . . . .  m,,) s M" 
ri(mlO 1 . . . .  , m~,,) 
. . . .  n. Then 0it/=01 and the equations for 
= 1 (i  = 1 . . . . .  m)  (,) 
are Fp-linear equations for the coordinates of the m~ in the implicitly given Fp-basis of M. 
Clearly e lifts to a homomorphism ~ :G--*/q if and only if (,) is soluble. In this case all 
possible lifts ~ are given by ff¢~ = m~Ot (i = 1 . . . . .  n), where (m~ . . . . .  m,,) runs through the 
set S(,) of solutions of (,). In case (() is not split ~ is necessarily an epimorphism. 
Assume now that (() splits. In this case non-surjective lifts ? arise, namely, the ones 
whose images are complements ofM in/~. (,) is now a homogeneous set of equations and 
the non-surjective lifts come from the solutions of the homogeneous Fp-linear equations: 
s~(C%(m~O~ . . . . .  m,,[1,,) . . . . .  ~'k(ml~ . . . . .  m,,~,,)) = 1 (i = 1 , . . . ,  1) ] 
mj~j : wj(~t(ml~ i . . . . .  rang,,) . . . . .  #k(rnl~l . . . . .  mnOn) ) ( j  : 1 , . . . ,  n) \ ( (**) 
for (ml . . . . .  m, , )eS( , ) . )  
Denote the space of solutions of (**) by S(**). (Note each element of S(**) gives rise to a 
derivation of H with values in M.) One has S(**)~< S(,) and e can be lifted to an 
epimorphism ~if and only if S(**) # S(,). Each coset • S(**) of S(,)/S(**) gives rise to a 
set of liftings ? of e which differ only by an automorphism of /q  centralising H and M. 
With little more work one can actually solve a slightly more general problem. For 
a e N, let Ha denote the extension of M" by H given by the 2-cocycle (6, which is the 
composite of ( : H x H --* M and the diagonal map A, : M ~ M" : m --* (m . . . . .  m). Note H, 
is a split extension of M"-  1 by/q = H1, since (, only takes values in MA, ---_ M, which is a 
direct summand of M °. The question is: for which a does ~ lift to an epimorphism 
e~: G~H,?  If in the non-split case ~ can be lifted to /~, then the question a> 1 can be 
treated via the split case of/~. Hence, one may concentrate on the split case, which will be 
dealt with here for H. Clearly S(,) and S(**) are E-vector spaces, where E = EndF,u(M).  
(**) defines an E-homomorphism of S(,) into M ~÷" with kernel S(**). Thus the 
subsequent lemma with r = l+n implies: 
a~,~ = dimeS(, ) -  dimeS(**) is the maximum number a such that e :G-*  H lifts to an 
epimorphism e~ : G-~ Ha (in case (() splits). 
LEMMA. Let  S = (s~j)~ M "x# be a matrix with entries in the module M, The columns ors  are 
linearly independent over E i f  and only if the rows o f  S generate M ~ as FpH-module. 
PROOF. If the columns S (13 . . . . .  S ~) of S are linearly dependent, a non-trivial relator 
~ eiS Ci) gives rise to an FvH-epimorphism 
t=1 
M"-.* M ' (ml  . . . . .  m,,)-.* ~ e~ln~ 
i=1 
havirlg the FpH-submodule generated by the rows of S in its kernel. Conversely, each 
proper submodule of M" lies in the kernel of an epirnorphism M "-~ M described as above 
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by some (e 1 . . . . .  e.)EE"_~ Hom(M", M), since M is simple and by the Krull-Schmidt 
theorem, each submodule is isomorphic to M b for some b <~ a, QED 
In view of a repeated application of the lifting procedure outlined in this section 
three final (rather obvious) remarks are relevant. 
(1) After e has been lifted to e, :G~H,  it is only a question of producing an Fp-basis of 
M" from the H-orbits of the s~(Cvl(ml~l,...,m,~,,) . . . . . ~,k(rnl~ 1 . . . . .  m,t~,)) where 
(m 1 . . . . .  m.) e (M")" comes from an E-basis of S(.)/S(**), to obtain the new words wi. 
(2) Once ~ has been lifted to ~. with a = am.~, no lifting ~ of e. to an extension/~ can be 
lifted further to an epimorphism onto the split extension of M by/~. 
(3) Al=so, if (~) does not split and e has been lifted to L no extensions of M by bigger 
groups H described by the inflation of ff to H have to be considered. 
3. Constructing the Irreducible Representations of a Finite Soluble Group 
over a Finite Field 
In this section G denotes a finite soluble group and K a finite field of characteristic p,
An algorithm to find all irreducible K representations up to equivalence will be outlined. 
(For the purpose of the soluble quotient algorithm only the ease K = Z/pZ will be used.) 
If K is a splitting field for G and p does not divide the order IGI of G, one follows 
Sehur's old idea for the field of complex numbers: Going up a composition series 
(C) G 0 = {1} < G 1 < . . .  < G,, = G 
of G one constructs all irreducible representations of G; from those of G t_ 1 by extending 
the G:stable irreducibles of Gi_l in r~ = G~:G~_I ways to irreducibles of G~, and by 
inducing up the non-stable irreducibles to Gi, more precisely only one from each G:orbit 
to avoid repeats. The kind of description for G needed to carry out this construction is an 
AG system coming from (C), cf. Laue et al. (1984). 
If K is still a splitting field but with characteristic p dividing IGI, the only thing that 
changes in theory is that in the extension case for r~ = p one has only one rather than r~ 
extensions. However, finding the extensions becomes less straightforward as soon as 
p]]Gl- 11, cf. below. 
In the case of a general finite field K one has to keep track of the commuting algebras 
of the irreducibles A (or the endomorphism rings of the corresponding modules) of the 
group He{GI, G2 . . . . .  G,,} under consideration. They are finite extension fields 
E (= E(A)) of K by Schur's lemma and Wedderburn's theorem, and can also be viewed as 
the centres of A(KH). The most elegant way to handle them is to write A as a composite 
of an epimorphism AE:KH--*E d×d and the monomorphism pd:Ed~a~K :aX:a of K 
algebras, where f= dim~E and fd is the K degree of A and Pd is constructed from the 
regular epresentation p = p~ :E--. K :×: of E over K. Sometimes A~ will also be viewed as 
an absolutely irreducible E representation f H. Once the commuting algebra is given a 
change from a K basis of the associated module to an E basis will transform an 
irreducible K representation f H into the above normalised form, where the commuting 
algebra consists of d x d scalar matrices over p(E). Whether it is worthwhile to get an 
index table for E at every stage instead of simply representing E as a residue class field of 
K[X-1 experience will show. 
For describing the passage from G~_ 1 to G~ assume without loss of generality Gi = G, 
set N := G;_I, fix an element 9eG-N,  let c~ be the automorphism of N induced by 
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conjugation with g, and let r = G : N (prime). A denotes an irreducible K representation f 
N given in the above described normalised form with commuting algebra E. The aim is to 
produce the irreducible constituents of the induced representation A a because by Clifford 
theory they are the irreducible representation of G having A as a constituent in their 
restrictions to N. 
In the following equivalence of A and AS:= A o a over K and even of At and A E o c~ has 
to be decided. Since the algorithm performed on N provides a system of representatives of 
the irreducible K representations of N, one of the following two suggestions i feasible: 
compute a list of elements of N such that the irreducible representations of N can be 
distinguished by their degrees and traces on these elements. Note this is asking for much 
less than representatives of the conjugacy classes. Probably the following in the spirit of 
Parker (1984) is more effective: choose some random elements in the group algebra KN 
resp. EN) such that the irreducibles are distinguished by their degrees and the traces or 
even minimal polynomials of the images of these words under the irreducible 
representations. 
CASE 1. A IS NOT G STABLE 
This means that A and Ag:= A oa are not equivalent. In this case the induced 
representation A ~ is irreducible (by Clifford theory) and the commuting algebra is still E. 
Hence A ~ is given already in normalised form. The representations of N equivalent o 
Aocd, i=  1 . . . . .  r -1  have to be discarded, since they induce up to a representation 
equivalent o A a. 
CASE 2: A IS G STABLE 
In this case there exists a K matrix X # 0 of the same degree as A such that 
(int) A(n)X = XA(g-b,9) for all n~N. 
How to find X will be described later. Assume now that X is given. By Schur's lemma X 
is invertible. Define 
e := X-rA(g 0. 
One easily checks that e lies in E, e :# 0, and that X conjugates E into itself, since the 
commuting algebras of A and A oa are both equal to E. Using (int) for n = gr one sees that 
e is centralised by X. Since g'eN, one has that a m is an inner automorphism and X r 
therefore centralises E. So either X induces an automorphism fl of E of order 1" or X 
centralises E. 
CASE 2A: X DOES NOT CENTRALISE E, I.E. A E '~ EAE otX 
Let E o be 'the subfield of fl-fixed points in E. Clearly E is of degree r over E o. Let NF,/~o 
denote the norm map. 
(1) There exists a c6E such that N~/~o(c)= e.
(2) F~ defined by l~c[N = A and Fc(g)= cX defines a continuation of A to G. Up to 
equivalence F~ is the only constituent of A °. 
(Statements which are not immediately obvious are numbered in round brackets and 
proved at the end of this discussion.) Note in this case the commuting algebra has 
changed to E 0. 
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CASE 2B: X CENTRALISES E, I.E. A~ ~EAEo~ 
Here the solutions c of c r = e which lie in E or possibly in extension fields of E have to 
be found to get all irreducible constituents Fc of A ~. If teE ,  one simply defines F¢ as 
continuation of A to G by Fc(g)= cX. If c~E, one first defines a continuation of As to G 
in the obvious way, which involves a passage from E to E(c) and then composes with the 
regular epresentation f E(c) over K to obtain F~ in its normalised form, cf. above. Two 
elements c give rise to equivalent K representations F~ if and only if the minimal 
polynomials of the c's over K are equal. Several situations may arise: 
If rXIEI-1, then raising elements to the rth power is an automorphism of the 
multiplicative group of E (the inverse of which can easily be computed) and therefore one 
has a unique c~E with cr= e. This yields one continuation F~ of A where the commuting 
algebra E does not change. In case r = p no further solutions exist in extension fields of E, 
and F~ is therefore the only irreducible constituent of A ~ altogether (like in the splitting 
field case). If r ~ p the solution c above could be multiplied by an rth root of unity, which 
lies in an extension field of E of degree l = order of I E] rood r. So one gets (1"- 1)/l further 
Fc's according to the irreducible factors of (x ~- 1)/(x-1) over E, where the commuting 
algebra increases to the splitting field of this polynomial, the factorisation of which can 
most conveniently be achieved by the Cantor-Zassenhaus method (1981). 
If r i lE [ -  1, let r k be the biggest i" power dividing the order of the multiplicative group 
E* of E. If the order of e in E* is divisible by r ~, then c cannot be in E, and hence by a 
consequence of Hilbert's Theorem 90 (cf. Lang, 1965, Thin. 10(b), p. 214), x~--e is 
irreducible over E. Let c = x + (x r -  e) in the extension field E[x]/(x ~- e) and define F~ as 
above with this field as new commuting algebra. If the order of e in E* is not divisible by 
r k, then E contains r roots c of x"-e, each of which gives rise to a different extension F~ of 
A toG.  
(3) In Case 2b the F¢ are all the K irreducible constituents of A G up to K equivalence. 
PROOFS. (1) Like in the discussion at the end of Case 2b one can easily find e in E o in case 
rXlE01-1 or the order of e is not divisible by the highest r power dividing IEol-1 if 
r liE01 - 1. In the remaining case x r -  e is irreducible over E0 by Hilbert's Theorem 90 and 
E is the splitting field since there is only one field extension of degree r of Eo up to 
isomorphism. 
(2) and (3) Clearly all Fc are representations. Non-equivalence and completeness can 
most easily be checked by appealing to the splitting field case: Cases 1 and 2a correspond 
to the inducing case there and nothing has to be added. Case 2b corresponds to the 
extension case there. That all extensions are different follows from the non-degeneracy of 
the trace bilinear form on A(KN). Another possibility is to appeal to Clifford's second 
Theorem (cf. Huppert, 1967, Satz V.17.5). QED 
It remains to outline a procedure for finding an X satisfying equation (int) in the 
situation where the existence of a non-zero X is already known. Instead of solving (int) 
for all neN it suffices to have n run through a set of generators of N. This still can be a 
big system of homogeneous linear equations for the entries of X, in particular the number 
of unknowns is not reduced. In view of the Cases 2a and 2b, X must either be a matrix 
over E or, if r divides the degree of E over K, over the unique subfield E' (= Eo in Case 
2a) of E such that E has degree 1" over E'. If K ~a E this is a substantial improvement. 
Actually, also in Case 2a, which can be detected by looking at the traces of A E for suitable 
elements of N or EN as discussed earlier, one can reduce the situation to equations over 
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E. One first computes an intertwining matrix X'sE  e~d between AE and the Galois 
conjugate F~ of A~oc~ with respect o the power ¢~ of the Frobenius ¢, where d = degree 
(An) and s is obtainable from the test elements above. An intertwining matrix X" between 
the blown-up version F of Fe and Aoc~ is obtained as In ® )(', where 2 '  is a K matrix of 
degree dimKE inducing ¢-~ on pl(E) by conjugation. One gets X = pe(X'). X". Still the 
remaining number of variables could be considerable. But here "careful" summation 
(over part) of the group helps, though the characteristic p of K might divide [al as 
discussed in the sequel. 
For two K representations F', F" of degrees da and d 2 resp. of the same group H, one 
defines the K vector space 
Int (F', F") = {X ~ K d~ ~a~IF'(h)X = XF"(h) for all h ~ H}. 
So (int) asks for an element in Int(A, A o e). Let F = Aoc~. The composition series (C) 
leads to a sequence of inclusions: 
Int (A0, F0) ~ Int (At, F 1) ~ . . .  ~_ Int (Al_ 2, Fi_ a) ~_ Int (A, F), 
where A l and F~ are the restrictions of A and F = A oct resp. to Gj, for j  = 0 . . . . .  i -  1. (Note 
the group under consideration is N= Gt-~.) Let gjeGj~Gj_x for j=  1 . . . . .  i--1 be the 
generators of the AG presentation of G chosen at the beginning. 
REMARK. If the index rj of Gj_ ~ in Gj is not equal to p, then 
rd-- 1 
~,j'Int(Aj_~, Fj_ ~)~Int(Aj,  Fj): Y ~ ~,, A(g~) YF(gj -k) 
k~O 
is a K epimorphism. 
PROOF. Only the surjectivity needs a moment's thought. 
By Clifford's theorem all representations involved are completely decomposable. One 
may pass to the algebraic closure of K and assume A = F. The rest is straightforward, 
mainly writing Aj_ 1 in a nice form from which Int (Aj_ 1, Aj_ 1) can be read off as a direct 
sum of matrix rings. QED 
This remark solves (int) in the case p~/rNI, since the composition 0 of the i//) gives an 
epimorphism onto Int (A, Ao~). Choosing an arbitrary matrix Y from Int (A0, F0), the 
probability to get a non-zero X = Y~k solving (int) is 1--]E]-1 which is at least ½ in the 
worst case IEI = 2 and running through the standard basis of Int(A0, 1-'o) one must 
ultimately find a non-zero X. The situation is equally good if only the first r./are equal to 
p, and the later ones not, because then the first A~ and Fj become multiples of the trivial 
representation and only the later Oj's have to be composed. 
The case of intermediate indices I) being equal to p is not as hopeless as one might 
think. To analyse the situation, let rj = p. Then A) = A) + A~., where A) is the sum of all 
irreducible constituents A of A~ whose commuting algebra does not change upon passing 
to the restriction A[oj_l of A to Gj_I, and where A3 is the sum of the other irreducible 
constituents of Aj. Similarly Fj = F) @ Fj'. The following statements are easily checked: 
Aj  ¥ tt (1) Int( , F~) _.w. Int (Aj, Fj) G Int (Aj, Ff) 
and 
Int (Aj_ t, Fj_ ~) ~ Int (A'jI~j_ ~, FjlGI-~) • Int (A'j[Gj_ ,, Fj'laj_ ,) 
with 
Int (A'j, Fj) = Int (A~la~_l, F~I~_ ). 
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(2) $j maps Int (A'jlaj_,, FjIGj_,) to 0 and Int (dl}la~_,, Ulei-,) onto Int (A~., F;'). 
Since there does not seem to be an a priori reason why Int (Aj, Fy) should be in the kernel 
of ~pj+ 1• • • $i, except if rt = p for some l, j < 1 ~< i, the following strategy to find a non-zero 
X solving (int) seems to be reasonable. 
Start running through a basis of Int(A0, Fo) as follows: for a basis vector Y apply 
~,,, Y,, = Y~,,, where u is the smallest index with r, #p,  apply ~9,+~, to the image Y,, ~+2 
to the image Y,+I under q/,,+, etc. until one either has reached Int (A~, F,.) with a non-zero 
X = Y~ or one has obtained 0. In the first case one is done. If in the second case the 0 
turned up at a step with 1)= p, i.e. Yi-~ = 0, Y~ = 0, and rj = p, then check whether Yj_ ~ is 
already in Int (@ Fi) (the hope being Aj = A~/). If this is the case, let Yj = Yj_ t and apply 
~j+~ next. If not, treat the situation as for r~#p, i.e. try the next basis vector of 
Int (A0, F0). 
In the unlikely case that several basis vectors of Int (A0, F0) have always resulted in a 0 
matrix at steps l for which a j exists with u < j  4 1 and ~) = p, then a change of strategy 
should take place: let v be the smallest index with u > v and r o = p. Using the O/s, build up 
a basis of Int (Ao, Fo) and solve (int) for X ~ Int (Ao, F,,), which is considerably smaller than 
Int (A o, Fo). It might be possible to keep enough information from earlier steps of the 
algorithm (for smaller @ that it is not hard to compute the dimension of Int (Ao, F,) in 
advance. But since this case will probably be very rare indeed, it might not be worth the 
effort. 
For small primes p, Parker's methods (cf. Parker, 1984) could also be used to construct 
the irreducible representations. Note, however, in the method outlined here the 
summation procedure should work the better the bigger the prime p is. 
4. Remarks on the Cohomology 
The second ingredient for applying the procedure of section 2 for a soluble quotient 
algorithm are the 2-cocycles of finite soluble groups with values in irreducible modules. 
There are powerful algorithms available for computing these in case of arbitrary finite 
groups G and arbitrary (f.g.) Z/pZG-modules M (cf. Holt, 1985). The present 
implementation of these algorithms need a faithful permutation representation of G, 
which might be too restrictive when G is a big soluble group with big prime divisors. I
therefore propose two methods here which are restricted to the special hypothesis here, 
namely G soluble and M simple. The first method is very restricted, but easy to 
implement; it might be of interest o those who have no access to D. Holt's programs. 
The second has more potential and is not too far remote from Holt's algorithms. The 
notation of section 3 is used. 
MEr.OD (A) 
Let S be a Sylow complement in G for the prime p, and M an irreducible KG module 
K = ~_/pZ. Denote the one-dimensional KS module with trivial S action by K s. Since S is 
a p' subgroup of G, the induced module P = Ks G is projective, indeed the projective cover 
of Ka, as restriction to a Sylow p subgroup of G shows. Tensoring the obvious exact 
sequence 0 ~ K G ~ P ~ P/K~ ~ 0 by M over K, yields the exact sequence 
O---* M ~ M @ P ~ M @ (P /KG)~O.  
K K 
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Since M @ P is projective, one gets from the long exact sequence for cohomology groups: 
K 
One can compute the right side from a presentation of G by solving linear equations over 
K. This has been done by Zassenhaus (1948) in the classical paper for the more 
complicated situation where the module is a OG module V modulo a full ~G lattice L in 
V. One actually gets the 2-cocycle quite explicitly if one remembers the group theoretical 
interpretation of the isomorphism between H 2 and H 1 (cf. Huppert, 1967) coming from 
the embedding of all extensions of M by G into the split extension of M @ P by G. 
K 
METHOD (B) 
Parallel to the computation ofthe irreducible representations of GI, G2 . . . . .  G by going 
up the composition series (C) in section 3, one computes the second and first cohomology 
groups of the corresponding modules. It seems advisable to choose the AG system 
gl . . . . .  g,, in such a way that the gj. with ~) = p generate a Sylow p subgroup of G and the gj 
with rj ~ p a Sylow complement. This way the 2-cocycle representing cohomology classes 
can be represented in the way described in section 2 where only those relations have to be 
used which involve at least one g1 with t)=p, since the restriction to the Sylow 
complement splits and therefore can be chosen to be zero. 
For the passage from N = Gi-1 to G ~-G i denote the module corresponding to the 
irreducible K representation A of N by M, and identify E with EndKN(M). From Shapiro's 
lemma (cf. Weiss, 1969, p. 134 and Proposition 2-5-2) one obtains an explicit 
isomorphism from Hi(N, M) to Hi(G, Ma). Nothing more has to be done in Case 1. In 
Case 2a M e decomposes into a direct sum of r isomorphic modules, even if r=  p. This 
follows from the observation that EndKG(M °) is a crossed product of E by 
Gal(E/Eo) ~ C,, which, e.g. by Hilbert 90 must split, hence Endso(M G) ~-Eo x'. By the 
usual summation trick one obtains an epimorphism of M ° onto the KG module Mc for 
F~ which, by the full decomposibility of M °, yields an epimorphism of Hi(G, M ~) 
onto HI(G, Me). (If Hi(N, M) was not zero already, one clearly has 
dimKHi(N, M)>dimKHi(G, M~) in this case.) The same methods work in Case 2b 
for r =~p. 
In the final Case 2b, r = p, M s is isomorphic to M~ (~) K~, where M~ is the module for 
K 
F~ and K N the one-dimensional KN module with trivial N action. K~ and therefore also 
M G are uniserial with all composition factors isomorphic, namely trivial in the first and 
M~ in the second case. One has an exact sequence: 
O~M~ M e -~ M~P- i) ~ O, 
where M~ p- 1)= M~/soc(M G) is uniserial with p - I  composition factors all isomorphic to 
M~. The long exact sequence gives 
H x (G, M e) --} H 1 (G, M~ p- 1)) ~ H2(G, M~) --} H2(G, M e) ~. . .  
HI(N, M) H2(N, M). 
So the known group H2(G, M °) and the not yet known group Hi(G, M~ p-x)) both 
contribute to H2(G, M~). Checking whether a cocycle representing a class in H2(G, M e) is 
cohomologous to one which takes values in the socle soc(M G) = M~ is a matter of solving 
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linear equations imilarly to section 2 facilitated by the uniseriality of M 6. Secondly, 
Hi(G, M~ ~-~)) can be computed from the long-exact sequence obtained from 
O~ M~ p- I)--* M~--* M,. --*0, 
which gives 12I°(G, M~)-~HI(G, M~P-"))--*HI(G, MG)~HX(G, M~) 
Hi(N, M). 
Note:/~°(G, M~) = 0 unless G acts trivially on M~. It was only for this case that the first 
cohomology groups were computed as well. It might be possible to avoid this, if one 
computes the pre-image of Ha(G, M~)--+Ha(G, Ma) in such a way that one computes all 
rather than only one pre-image of at least one element in the image of this map. 
5. A Soluble x-quotient Algorithm 
Assume the group G is given by a finite presentation as at the beginning of section 2. 
Whether or not G has a non-trivial soluble factor group can be checked by computing the 
isomorphism type of the abelianised group G/G', which is a matter of writing the 
abelianised relations of G into matrix form and to transform it to its Smith normal form 
(cf. Havas & Sterling, 1979). Assume a finite set ~ of primes is chosen. The aim is to 
compute soluble n factor groups of G, i.e. epimorphisms e of G onto finite soluble groups 
H given by an AG presentation, such that all prime divisors of [HI lie in 7~. In case a 
biggest soluble n quotient H of G exists, H and the epimorphism of G onto H are to be 
computed. 
If G/G' is infinite no biggest soluble n quotient exists. Otherwise one applies the 
nilpotent quotient algorithm (Macdonald, 1974; Wamsley, 1974; Havas & Newman, 
1980) to compute epimorphisms of G onto its biggest p factor group (if they exist) for 
pEz, PIIG/G'[. After this initialising step one proceeds along the lines of section 2: 
Whenever an epimorphism of G onto a finite soluble group H is constructed, one tries to 
lift it to extensions of simple Y_/pY_H modules M(psz) by H, the modules being 
constructed as outlined in section 3 and the 2-cocycles as sketched in section 4. If no lifts 
are possible the biggest soluble ~ quotient is found. Conversely, given enough space and 
time the biggest ~ quotient of G can be found this way, if it exists (cf. also section 6). 
The following remarks may help to organise the actual procedure in such a way that 
the number of extensions of H which are tested for lifting are minimised. For  conve,nience, 
identify a cohomology class in HZ(H, M) with its inflation in Hz(/~, M), where H is an 
extension of H to which the epimorphism 8:G--*H has been lifted in one or more steps. 
How to deal with trivial classes effectively has been said in section 2. In this sense there 
are three disjoint possibilities for a non-trivial 2-cocycle taking values in M: 
(a) it leads to a lift of e,; 
(b) it has led to a lift and will never lead to a lift again; 
(c) it has not led to a lift and will never allow a lift. 
Using Baer sums one quickly convinces oneself that once s has been lifted beyond the 
semidirect product M" H, a = am,x defined in section 2, the type (b) classes in Hz(~,  M) 
form a subgroup and only one representative from each coset has to be tested for 
liftability. 
There is one more remark which might speed up things. Assume a = am,~ has been 
computed for the simple H module M as outlined in section 2 and am~x > 0. If any •H 
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modu le /~ is given, which maps onto M", then one can use this in the following way: 
Say m 1 . . . . .  m, sM"  have been chosen to define the lift e, of ~ (in the notation of 
section2). Let ~1 . . . . .  N , ,~r  be pre-images of m~ . . . . .  m,, under the epimorphism 
~ M". Then one obtains a lift onto the factor group of 
<ml . . . . .  fft,)z~ ~ H modulo <rl(ffh gl . . . .  , fft, g,) l i = 1 . . . . .  m)zH, 
where the index 7/H denotes the 7/H span. 
C. Leedham-Green has pointed out that one can avoid a good deal of the cohomology 
computation by combining this algorithm here with the "nilpotent section part" of his 
algorithm in Leedham-Green (1984). Together with the above remark this might get rid 
of the cohomology altogether if one can construct he projective indecomposables of
7//pZH. But this has not yet been investigated in detail. 
6. Testing for Free Abelian Sections 
In this process of constructing epimorphisms e of G given as in section 2 onto bigger 
and bigger finite (soluble) groups H, one might start to wonder whether Ker~ has an 
infinite free abelian factor group. How to test this from a list of representatives of
isomorphism classes of irreducible QG modules will be discussed now. 
Let G, H and e be given as in section 2 with H finite, and let M be an irreducible QH 
module. Since H is finite, any extension of M by H splits. Now the whole discussion of 
section 2 remains valid if one replaces the condition of ~ (resp. ~, if one goes for M") to be 
an epimorphism by the condition that the image of ~ (or ~,) in /t (resp. H,) intersected 
with M (M" resp.) spans M (M" resp.) over Q. This intersection will be a 7YH lattice, and 
has been lifted to an epimorphism onto some extension of this lattice by H. Note, neither 
the lattice nor the extension had to be specified in advance. Note also that a similar game 
can be played with M a projective Y_/pTYH module. 
7. Choosing the Set ~ of Primes 
The last step towards a soluble quotient algorithm left open is the choice of the (finite) 
set rt of primes which might divide the order of soluble quotients of G. For any finite 
soluble epimorphic image H of G let 1r n denote the set of primes p such that ~:G ~ H can 
be lifted to an epimorphism onto an extension H of a p group M by H. A similar idea as 
in the last section allows to find all primes p ~rcn which do not divide the order of H. 
However, the knowledge of sufficiently many representations of H over Q is required for 
this. 
Assume GIG' is finite. Note 1rl is the set of prime divisors of [-G : G']. Assume H H 1, 
and let V be a non-trivial QH module. Pick any full 7YH lattice L in V, e.g. the 7/H span of 
a Q basis of V. Let M = V/L  and G, H, ~ as in section 2. The discussion of section 2 
remains valid if one replaces the property of the lifted homomorphism ~ of being an 
epimorphism by the property Ker ~ N Ker e. (,) and (**) are linear congruences and hence 
S( , ) /S (** )  is an abelian group, which is the direct sum of a divisible abelian group (copies 
of Q/2[) and a finite abelian group A: 
s ( , ) / s ( ** )  ~- (~/~)d @ n. 
Comparing with section 6 one sees that d > 0 if and only if e lifts onto a homomorphism 
into V~H with Ker~/Ker ~ isomorphic to some 7/H lattice in V. Each element in 
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S(,)/S(**) of p power order gives rise to a lifting ~ of e with Ker ~/Ker ? -- L/L <~ M of p 
power order. Conversely, if X = L/L is an H submodule of M of p power order with p X [HI 
such that ~ can be lifted to ? with Ker e/Ker ~ ~ X, then this lifting comes from an element 
gn 
of  p power order of S(,)/S(**). This is clear from the analysis of section 2, since by Schur -  
Zassenhaus theorem the extension of X by H splits. Call a prime p relevant with respect 
to V if pXIHI and S(,)/S(**)) contains an element of order p. Note, since pXIHI, the 
property only depends on V and not on the choice of the lattice. 
Call a family V~ . . . . .  Vk of {~H modules complete, if each irreducible QH module can be 
k 
embedded into @ V~. These complete systems clearly satisfy the following relevant 
i=1  
property: for any choice L~ of 7/H lattices in V~ with QL i = V~ and for any prime p not 
dividing IH[ any simple g/p77H module can be embedded into one of the VdL~, 
i=  1 , . . . ,  k. The analysis given above yields the following insight about the set rcn 
introduced at the beginning of this section: 
PROPOSITION. Assume H # 1 and let 1/1 . . . . .  Vk be a complete family of ~_H modules. Then 
(1) Any prime p relevant with respect o some V i is contained in xn. 
k 
(2) Xn---q {plprime, P lIHI} 0 U {P[P prime, relevant with respect o Vt}. 
i=1  
(3) 7ZH is infinite if and only if it consists of all prime numbers. In this case the kernel of 
the epimorphism ~.. G ~ H has a non-trivial free abelian factor group. 
The most natural choice for a complete system is a set of representatives of the 
irreducible QH modules. But this might not always be so easily constructible. Therefore it 
seems easier not to insist on the modules to be irreducible, as long as each irreducible 
module occurs as a submodule of one of them. Already Burnside knew how to construct 
such systems by taking tensor powers of one faithfnl module, but clearly the art will be to 
keep degrees low. 
I am most grateful to C. R. Leedham-Green for discussions and to D. F. Holt for his comments 
on the manuscript. 
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